Everything at one glimpse
1. Directly after installation, during building: Mask windows with
a suitable masking tape and open the windows on “tilt”
2. After the building phase: Check windows for damage

Maintenance Instructions
Conservation of value of timber windows and doors
using the ZOBEL Cleaning and Caring Set

3. If windows have minor damage to surface: Treat with ZOBEL
Protective Glaze
4. Initial cleaning: Clean earliest after six to eight weeks with
ZOBEL Cleaner, apply ZOBEL Protective Emulsion

»With minimum
effort obtain maximum sustainability
and functionality of
the elements.«

5. Maintenance after six months, with protected constructions,
such as timber / alu clad windows every two years: Apply
ZOBEL Protective Emulsion
6. After one year: Review windows for any damage, apply ZOBEL
Protective Glaze to damage and treat with ZOBEL Protective
Emulsion
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Long live timber!
Wood is a building material with long history and future,
which breathes and lives. The protection against external
influences such as wind and humidity will decide on the
longevity of this raw material. Due to the multi-layer structure with ZOBEL paints and glazes we have set the course
for your wooden windows and doors to ideally keep their
special qualities for a long time, proper treatment provided.
To conserve the value we recommend cleaning and treating your windows and doors at least once or twice a year.
With freshly coated surfaces you can take your time, initial
cleaning of the surfaces after min. six to eight weeks. Only
use the ZOBEL Cleaner. The ZOBEL Cleaning Set contains
everything you require for the ideal treatment.
The ZOBEL Cleaning Set is the only authorized care kit for
timber windows and doors within the scope of the ZOBEL lifetime
guarantee (ZLG).

Very simple: Ideal cleaning
Initial cleansing of the surface with warm water and a lintfree cloth. If necessary a mild cleaning agent (for example: a neutral cleaning agent) can be added to the water.
Subsequently apply the ZOBEL Cleaner onto the window
frame surface, wait for a few minutes and remove with the
enclosed sponge and lots of water.
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In the blink of an eye: Maintenance of frame and casement
In order to maintain the ideal protection of the windows
and the intensity of the colour, we recommend to touch
up the surface once or twice a year. With the ZOBEL
Protective Emulsion you create an immaculate optical
and a perfectly protected surface. Micro fine cracks, for
example that have resulted from hailstones, are sealed.
ZOBEL Protective Emulsion is sprayed on to the surface
after it has been cleaned and dried and should be evenly
spread across the surface. Polish the dry surface with a
clean cloth. Pay attention to differences in gloss in case
of special mat finishes.
No problem: Elimination of minor damage
Small mechanical faults, such as scratches and hairlines
(diameter max. 2 cm), can be repaired without difficulty
yourself. Please roughen damaged area briefly and apply
the ZOBEL Protective Glaze.
Occasional treatment of the Window surface
All surfaces, especially the cross and rain water drainage
areas should be checked on a regular basis – and when
necessary – treated by applying a renovation coating of
ZOBEL lacquers and glazes.

